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Abstract
We present and evaluate the Fast (conditional) Independence Test (FIT) – a non-
parametric conditional independence test. The test is based on the idea that when
P (X | Y,Z) = P (X | Y ), Z is not useful as a feature to predict X , as long as Y
is also a regressor. On the contrary, if P (X | Y, Z) 6= P (X | Y ), Z might improve
prediction results. FIT applies to thousand-dimensional random variables with a
hundred thousand samples in a fraction of the time required by alternative methods.
We provide an extensive evaluation that compares FIT to six extant nonparametric
independence tests. The evaluation shows that FIT has low probability of making
both Type I and Type II errors compared to other tests, especially as the number of
available samples grows. Our implementation of FIT is publicly available1.
1 Introduction
Two random variables X and Y are conditionally independent given a third variable Z if and only if
P (X,Y | Z) = P (X | Z)P (Y | Z). We denote this relationship by X ⊥ Y | Z, and its negation,
the case of conditional dependence, by X 6⊥ Y | Z. This article develops and evaluates the Fast
(conditional) Independence Test (FIT), a nonparametric conditional or unconditional independence
test. Given a finite sample from the joint distribution P (X,Y, Z), FIT returns the p-value under
the null hypothesis that X ⊥ Y | Z. FIT applies to datasets with large sample sizes on scalar- or
vector-valued variables, and returns in short time. Extensive empirical comparison with existing
alternatives shows that FIT is currently the only conditional independence test to achieve this goal.
1.1 Motivation
Independence tests are ubiquitous in scientific inference. They are the main work horse of classical
hypothesis testing (see Fisher [1925], Chapter 21), which underlies most experimental and many
observational techniques of data analysis. A conditional independence test (CIT) extends this idea by
testing for independence between two variables given the value of a third, or more generally, given
the values of a set of further variables [Dawid, 1979]. Probabilistic dependence – conditional or
not – is often taken as an indicator of informational exchange (see e.g. Cover and Thomas [2012],
Chapter 2), causal connection [Dawid, 1979, Spirtes et al., 2000] or simply as tool for prediction and
1https://github.com/kjchalup/fcit
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diagnosis [Koller and Sahami, 1996]. Consequently, knowledge of the (conditional) independence
relations among a set of variables provides some of the most basic indicators for scientific relations
of interest.
Our motivation comes from the challenge of causal discovery. Many extant causal discovery al-
gorithms use conditional independence tests to infer the underlying causal structure over a set of
variables from observational data [Pearl, 2000, Spirtes et al., 2000, Hoyer et al., 2009]. The most
general of these methods do not make any specific assumptions about the functional form or parame-
terization of the underlying causal system. Discovery of independence structure from data, rather than
estimation of any specific parameters, allows these methods to establish causal structure. However,
such generality can only be maintained if the CITs used to determine the independence structure in
the first place are themselves non-parametric. That is, the CITs have to check for general dependence
relations among the variables, and not just, say, for a non-zero (partial) correlation.
A further motivation derives from the need for CITs that are both fast to compute and flexible in the
variables they can handle. Generally, causal discovery algorithms have to perform a number of tests
that is at least polynomial, if not exponential, in the number of variables [Spirtes et al., 2000]. For
genetic datasets where thousands of genes are measured, or neuroscience data containing tens of
thousands of voxels, this implies millions of independence tests. Moreover, for example, in social
network data, the variables may be categorical or continuous, and scalar or vector valued. These facts
indicate a clear need for non-parametric tests that are fast and flexible with regard to the nature of the
variables being tested.
While our motivation derives from the domain of causal discovery, the test is completely domain
general and can be applied to any area in which (conditional) independence tests are used.
1.2 Previous work
For continuous variables, extant non-parametric CITs have largely focused on kernel meth-
ods [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002]. The methods differ in how the null-distribution is estimated,
which distance measure is used in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) or which test statistic
is applied. Here we consider six methods we are aware of for comparison:
The Conditional Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (CHSIC) [Fukumizu et al., 2008] maps
the data into a RKHS. It determines independence using the normalized cross-covariance operator,
which can be thought of as an extension of standard correlations to higher order moments.
In contrast, the Kernel-based Conditional Independence test (KCIT) [Zhang et al., 2012] derives a
test statistic based on the traces of the kernel matrices and approximates the null-distribution using a
Gamma distribution. This avoids the permutations required for CHSIC, but comes at the expense of
significant matrix operations.
The Kernel Conditional Independence Permutation test (KCIPT) [Doran et al., 2014], in many ways
a variant of CHSIC, replaces the random sampling of permutations for the null-distribution with
a specifically learned permutation that satisfies, among other criteria, that it is representative of
conditional independence. KCIPT also replaces the normalized cross-covariance operator with the
maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) test statistic developed by Gretton et al. [2012].
Kernel-based tests do not scale well to large sample sizes due to the matrix operations required to
kernelize the data and embed it in the RKHS. To address this limitation, the Randomized Conditional
Independence test (RCIT) [Strobl et al., 2017], uses a fast Fourier transform to speed up the matrix
operations. For similar reasons, the Conditional Correlation Independence test (CCI) [Ramsey,
2014] determines independence of X and Y by only checking whether cov(f(X), g(Y )) = 0 for
different choices of f, g taken from an (in practice, truncated) set of basis functions. For conditional
independence of X ⊥ Y | Z, the same test is performed on the non-parametric residuals of X and Y
each regressed on Z using a uniform kernel.
In the case of categorical data, two variables are independent conditional on a third categorical variable
Z just in case they are independent given any specific categorical value of Z = z. Consequently,
the simplest way to handle categorical data is to repeat whatever unconditional test is available for
each subset of the data corresponding to a fixed value of Z = z. Unless some further structure
among the categories (such as a particular order) holds important information about the probabilistic
relations between variables, there is nothing further for a conditional independence test to exploit.
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Consequently, tests conditioning on categorical variables are in the general case no different than
unconditional tests, and inevitably sample intensive. However, a particular – and common – challenge
arises when the conditioning variable Z is continuous and at least one ofX or Y is categorical. In this
case we have a "hybrid" situation. The methods mentioned above do not apply due to the categorical
nature of X or Y , and for a continuous conditioning variable Z, by definition one cannot explicitly
check conditional independence by checking independence for each value of Z.
The development of the above tests has enabled the construction of genuinely non-parametric methods
of discovery, but has left several questions of practical importance open. First, it remains unclear
how to choose between the tests given that there is no available systematic comparison. Second,
the evaluation of tests has focused on a small set of specialized datasets. Third, there has been no
evaluation of how these tests perform for high dimensional variables and large sample sizes.
In our evaluation in Sec. 4 we have attempted to faithfully implement all the above tests2 and
systematically evaluated them on all the previous data sets, in each case reporting the actual behavior
of the resulting p-values. In addition, we vastly extended the range of parameters that were explored
to generate some of the existing datasets, and added datasets that explore the hybrid case with
categorical and continuous variables described above.
1.3 Contributions
We address the challenge of testing for (conditional) independence when the variables are high-
dimensional and sample sizes are high, but when the relation among the variables cannot be well
described by a parametric model. Moreover, in order to enable applications for which it is necessary
to run tens of thousands of conditional independence tests – for example, establishing the causal
graph over hundreds of variables – the test has to run in a short amount of time.
To our knowledge, none of the existing CITs applies with reasonable runtime in such situations. The
main contributions of this article are as follows:
1. The Fast Independence Test (FIT), which can process hundred-dimensional conditional
independence queries with 105 samples in less than 60s.
2. An extensive evaluation and comparison of FIT and alternatives (CHSIC, KCIT, KCIPT,
RCIT, CCI) on a wide range of datasets.
3. A parallelized Python implementation of FIT, easily installable through Python Package
Index3.
2 Fast (conditional) Independence Test (FIT)
The intuition behind FIT is that if X 6⊥ Y | Z, then prediction of Y using both X and Z as covariates
should be more accurate than prediction of Y when only Z is used as the covariate. On the other hand,
if X ⊥ Y | Z, then the accuracy of the prediction of Y should not change whether just Z, or X and
Z are used as covariates. While this is not always true (see Sec 5.3), it is a relatively weak assumption
to make compared to, for example, assuming a specific parametric form of the involved distributions
or linearity of the functional relationships. Alg. 1 contains pseudocode for the implementation of FIT.
Our implementation uses decision tree regression (DTR, Breiman et al. [1984])4 to predict Y using
both X,Z, and also using Z only. he rationale behind this choice and the alternatives are discussed
in Sec. 5.2.
We measure the accuracy of the prediction in terms of the mean squared error (MSE). Central to our
approach is the simplifying assumption that X ⊥ Y | Z if and only if the mean squared error (MSE)
of the algorithm trained using both X and Z is not smaller than the MSE of the algorithm trained
using Z only.
2For all but the CCI test, we wrote Python wrappers around existing Matlab or R implementations written by
the original authors. We implemented CCI from scratch in Numpy.
3To install FIT on Linux, type pip install fcit in the terminal window.
4DTR is a fast multi-output regression algorithm. It splits the input space in two on each decision tree
node until reaching a leaf. A leaf assigns a constant value to each output dimension. During training, the
min_samples_split hyperparameter turns a node into a leaf when the number of samples in the node falls
below the threshold.
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2.1 Obtaining the p-value
Our implementation runs DTR n_perm times to learn both the function X,Z 7→ Y as well as
Z 7→ Y . The train/test (or in-sample/out-of-sample) split is resampled each of the n_perm training
repetitions. We store the n_perm MSEs resulting from regressing Y on X,Z in a list mses_x, and
the n_perm MSEs resulting from regressing Y on Z in a list mses_nox.
The remaining challenge is to determine the p-value of the null hypothesis that the first list contains
on average values equal to or larger than the second list. To do this, we run a one-tailed t-test Student
[1908], with the null hypothesis that the corresponding values in the two arrays are on average equal.
A small p-value rejects the null hypothesis, meaning that mses_x are significantly smaller than
mses_nox or that X 6⊥ Y | Z. As an alternative to using the t-test (which assumes the distribution
of MSEs under the null hypothesis is Gaussian), we experimented with using bootstrap to estimate
the null distribution [Efron, 1992]. Since the results were nearly identical across our evaluation tasks,
for simplicity of presentation we use the t-test in the final method.
2.2 Speed of the Implementation
Two details of the implementation are worth mentioning:
1. Both the cross-validation procedure (Lines 13, 17) and the training loop (Lines 23- 37) are
parallelized to automatically take up all the available CPUs. This provides a multiplicative
speedup for larger datasets.
2. Using our algorithm as an unconditional independence test (testing whetherX ⊥ Y ) requires
only a simple modification, which our implementation uses automatically when Z is not
given. Instead of training using only Z as input (Lines 17 and 36, 37) we train using X
permuted randomly across the sampling dimension.
Asymptotically the algorithm’s speed scales asO(n_samples2× log (n_samples)×n_features×
1
n_cpus ). Sec. 4 shows actual runtimes on an 8 Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K CPU 4.00GHz machine.
The runtimes are bounded below by about 1s due to parallelization overhead, and grow to about 100s
for a 1000-dimensional dataset with 100K samples.
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Algorithm 1 Fast (conditional) Independence Test
1 d e f c r o s s _ v a l i d a t e ( c o v a r i t e , r e g r e s s a n d ) :
2 # Find t h e b e s t d e c i s i o n t r e e h y p e r p a r a m e t e r s f o r
3 # r e g r e s s i n g ‘ r e g r e s s a n d ‘ on ‘ c o v a r i a t e ‘ .
4
5 # Re tu rn a t r a i n a b l e d e c i s i o n t r e e wi th t h e b e s t h y p e r p a r a m e t e r s .
6
7
8 d e f f i t _ t e s t ( x , y , z , n_perm =8 , f r a c _ t e s t = . 1 ) :
9 # S t o r e t o t a l sample s i z e and t e s t s e t s i z e .
10 n_samples = x . shape [ 0 ]
11 n _ t e s t = f l o o r ( f r a c _ t e s t ∗ n_samples )
12
13 # Find b e s t d e c i s i o n t r e e p a r a m e t e r s f o r l e a r n i n g y = f ( x , z ) .
14 b e s t _ t r e e _ x = c r o s s _ v a l i d a t e ( c o n c a t ( x , z ) , y )
15
16 # Find t h e b e s t d e c i s i o n t r e e p a r a m e t e r s f o r l e a r n i n g y = f ( z ) .
17 b e s t _ t r e e _ n o x = c r o s s _ v a l i d a t e ( z , y )
18
19 # Ob ta in ‘ n_perm ‘ MSEs on random t r a i n − t e s t s p l i t s .
20 mses_x = l i s t ( )
21 mses_nox = l i s t ( )
22
23 # In our i m p l e m e n t a t i o n , t h i s l oop i s p a r a l l e l i z e d .
24 f o r perm_id i n r a n g e ( n_perm ) :
25 pe rm_ids = random . p e r m u t a t i o n ( n_samples )
26 x _ t e s t , x _ t r a i n = x [ pe rm_ids ] [ : n _ t e s t ] , x [ pe rm_ids ] [ n _ t e s t : ]
27 y _ t e s t , y _ t r a i n = y [ pe rm_ids ] [ : n _ t e s t ] , y [ pe rm_ids ] [ n _ t e s t : ]
28 z _ t e s t , z _ t r a i n = z [ pe rm_ids ] [ : n _ t e s t ] , z [ pe rm_ids ] [ n _ t e s t : ]
29
30 # T r a i n a d e c i s i o n t r e e t o p r e d i c t y u s i n g x and z .
31 b e s t _ t r e e _ x . t r a i n ( c o n c a t ( x _ t r a i n , z _ t r a i n ) , y _ t r a i n )
32 mses_x . append (
33 mse ( b e s t _ t r e e _ x . p r e d i c t ( c o n c a t ( x _ t e s t , z _ t e s t ) ) , y _ t e s t ) )
34
35 # T r a i n a d e c i s i o n t r e e t o p r e d i c t y u s i n g on ly z .
36 b e s t _ t r e e _ n o x . t r a i n ( z _ t r a i n , y _ t r a i n )
37 mses_nox . append ( mse ( b e s t _ t r e e _ n o x . p r e d i c t ( z _ t e s t ) , y _ t e s t ) )
38
39 # Ob ta in t h e one− t a i l e d p−v a l u e f o r t h e n u l l h y p o t h e s i s t h a t
40 # on ave rage , mses_nox i s t h e same as mses_x .
41 t , p v a l = t t e s t _ 1 s a m p ( mses_nox − mses_x )
42 i f t < 0 :
43 r e t u r n 1 − p v a l / 2 .
44 e l s e :
45 r e t u r n p v a l / 2 .
3 Evaluating Statistical Test Performance
An ideal nonparametric CIT should be fast, accurate, and generally applicable. To provide a thorough
analysis of these factors we found it necessary to deviate from previous work in the evaluation method,
as described in this section. We discuss alternative criteria and the problems we found with them in
Sec. 5.1. Our evaluation criteria are as follows:
Power: The test should have high power. Whenever X 6⊥ Y | Z, the p-value should be small and
should tend to 0 as sample sizes grows.
Size: The size of the test should be equal to or lower than its levelα. That is, wheneverX ⊥ Y | Z,
the p-value of the test should not be small for any sample size. Note that in some applications
it might be important for the size of the test to be equal (neither lower nor higher) to its level.
We discuss this further in Sec. 5.1.
Speed: The test should be fast. This is motivated by the use cases discussed in Sec. 1.1.
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dataset LINGAUSS CHAOS DISCRETE PNL
dimensionality 3-768 10 10-2080 3-258
type x, y, z cont x, y, z cont x, y categorical; z cont x, y, z cont
complexity low med-high low-high med
Table 1: Summary of evaluation settings. Dimensionality is summed over x, y and z. Type differenti-
ates between continuous (cont) and categorical variables. Complexity is a non-rigorous quantification
of the complexity of the conditional distributions that generate the data. See Sec. 3.2 for details.
Breadth of Application: The test should remain fast for large sample sizes and high-dimensional variables. It should
have high power against any type of dependence, and low size for any distribution.
3.1 Evaluation method
In order to understand the speed, accuracy and breadth of FIT and its competitors, we first chose
four settings, described in Sec. 3.2. These four settings cover a range of possible data: low- and
high-dimensional data, simple and complex functional relationships between the variables, continuous
and mixed discrete-continuous systems5 – Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each setting.
We designed each setting in a way that enables us to vary its dimensionality or complexity. For
convenience of plotting the results, we chose nine instantiations of the dimensionality/complexity
parameters in each setting, and for each such instantiation, we generated a pair of datasets, one
version where X ⊥ Y | Z and one where X 6⊥ Y | Z.
We applied each candidate test described in Sec. 1.2 to each dataset, no matter the dimensionality or
complexity. To further understand the change in speed and performance of the tests as the number
of samples grows, we ran each test on each dataset for n_samples (number of samples) varying
between 102 and 105 logarithmically. For each n_samples we plot the p-value corresponding to
the dependent and independent versions of the data, as well as the runtime of each test on each of
the datasets and n_samples. This results in plots such as those shown in Fig. 6- 11. These figures
provide a very detailed picture of the tests’ performance, which we discuss in Sec. 4. In addition,
Fig. 5 reduces the results to answer the question “If I give each test at most 1 minute time, what is the
best Type I and Type II error it can achieve on each dataset?”. This question follows naturally from
our need to run large numbers of CITs for causal discovery (Sec. 1.1).
3.2 Datasets
To evaluate FIT and compare it to alternatives, we used four settings to generate synthetic datasets,
LINGAUSS, CHAOS, HYBRID and PNL, that cover a broad variety of use cases – see Table 1.
We here provide descriptions of these settings in some detail to give a better sense of what the data
can look like. Figures 1-4 show low dimensional examples from these settings in order to provide at
least some illustration of their difficulty and diversity.
LINGAUSS: Any reasonable statistical independence test should work on linear Gaussian models.
Surprisingly, previous work was not evaluated on this basic case. For the X ⊥ Y | Z version of
the data, given dim (the desired data dimensionality), we sample n_samples samples from the
linear-Gaussian graphical model X ← Z → Y :
1. Let Z be a dim-dimensional independent standard Gaussian, i.e. Z ∼ N(0, I), where I is a
dim× dim identity matrix.
2. Sample dim×dim independent standard normal variables and arrange them into a
dim×dim matrix A (for the ZX-"edge coefficient" matrix).
3. Sample dim×dim independent standard normal variables and arrange them into a
dim×dim matrix B (for the ZY -"edge coefficient" matrix).
4. Let X = AZ+dim-dimensional independent standard Gaussian.
5. Let Y = BZ+dim-dimensional independent standard Gaussian.
5We did not consider systems where X,Y, Z are all categorical as this case is easily solved without special
conditional independence tests, as discussed in Sec. 1.2
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Figure 1: An example LINGAUSS dataset. For both the dependent and independent (1-dimensional)
instantiation of the dataset we created 105 random samples, and plotted x vs y that correspond to the
cluster of z’s between the 50th and 51st percentile of z-values.
For the X 6⊥ Y | Z case, given dim (the desired data dimensionality), we sample n_samples
samples from the linear-Gaussian graphical model Z → X → Y :
1. Let Z again be a dim-dimensional independent standard Gaussian.
2. Sample dim×dim independent standard normal variables and arrange them into a
dim×dim matrix A (for the ZX-"edge coefficient" matrix).
3. Sample dim×dim independent standard normal variables and arrange them into a
dim×dim matrix B (for the XY -"edge coefficient" matrix).
4. Let X = AZ+dim-dimensional independent standard Gaussian.
5. Let Y = BX+dim-dimensional independent standard Gaussian.
Note that we deliberately did not create the (conditionally) dependent dataset by adding an extra
"edge" between X and Y to the conditionally independent "common cause model" in order to ensure
that the dimensionalities of the relation between X and Y conditional on Z remain the same between
the independent and dependent case.
We evaluated the CITs using LINGAUSS with dim = 1, 2, 4,... , 256.
CHAOS: Doran et al. [2014] used this dataset to evaluate their CIT. The data is sampled from a
highly nonlinear, chaotic dynamical system (see Fig. 2). The dimensionality of the data is fixed: X
and Y both have dim = 4 and Z has dim = 2. A scalar parameter α ∈ (0, 1) controls the complexity
of the dataset. Let A ∈ R2, B ∈ R2 follow the equations (through time index t):
A(t, 0) = 1.4−A(t− 1, 0)2 + .3A(t− 1, 1)
A(t, 1) = A(t− 1, 0)
B(t, 0) = 1.4− (αA(t− 1, 0)B(t− 1, 0) + (1− α)B(t− 1, 0)2) + .1B(t− 1, 1)
B(t, 1) = B(t− 1, 0)
To create the X ⊥ Y | Z data, take
X(t) = A(t+ 1),
Y (t) = B(t),
Z(t) = A(t).
To create the X 6⊥ Y | Z data, take
X(t) = B(t+ 1),
Y (t) = A(t),
Z(t) = B(t).
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Figure 2: Example CHAOS dataset when α = .5. a) The generative model for the conditionally
independent version of the dataset. Only three timesteps are shown and the third and fourth dimensions
of X and Y are omitted, since they are independent noise variables. b) The generative model for
the conditionally dependent version of the dataset. c) For the independent version of the dataset
we created 105 random samples. We then clustered the z’s into clusters of size roughly 1000 using
K-Means, and plotted X1 vs. Y1 corresponding to a randomly chosen cluster of z’s (since Z is
multivariate continuous, the distribution P (X,Y | Z ∈ cluster of z values) is an approximation of
P (X,Y | z) for one value of z.) d) Same as c) but for the dependent data.
Finally, to make the task more difficult, append two independent Gaussian variables with N(0, 0.5)
as the third and fourth dimension of X and Y . To make the samples independent, we generated 106
samples and chose a random subset of the desired size to form our datasets. Fig. 2a,b illustrate the
choices of X,Y, Z in the generative model.
We evaluated the CITs using CHAOS with α = .01, .04, .16, .32, .5, .68, .84, .96, .99.
HYBRID: We created this hybrid continuous-categorical dataset as we have not seen any previous
methods evaluated on hybrid data (see Sec. 1.1). We deliberately constructed categorical variables,
as opposed to (e.g. numerical) discrete variables, whose values still have some order.
Given a count parameter γ, each sample for a HYBRID(γ)-dataset, say (xi, yi, zi), was constructed
using the following pseudocode:
1. Let zi be a a dim-dimensional continuous vector sampled from the uniform Dirichlet
distribution with Z ∼ Dirichlet(dim).
2. Draw two independent samples SX and SY from the multinomial distribution with probabil-
ity parameter zi and count parameter γ ∈ N.
3. Since we want xi and yi to represent multi-dimensional categorical variables, convert
each dimension of SX and SY to the one-hot encoding. For example, take dim=3 and
γ = 2. Suppose zi = [.1, .6, .3] for a particular sample. Then SX might be (0, 2, 0),
corresponding to zero draws in the first and third bucket and two draws in the second
bucket of the sample from the zi-multinomial. Then the one-hot encoding of SX makes
xi = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]. The one-hot encoding enforces the discrete metric on the
X-space.
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Figure 3: Example HYBRID dataset with γ = 2 and dim= 32. For both the dependent and
independent version of the dataset we created 105 random samples, and picked the x, y values that
correspond to z ∈ (.49, .51). The plot shows the heatmap (more saturated color = more samples) of
the number of samples falling into given x, y bin.
4. (If creating the dependent version of the dataset), toss an unbiased coin. If heads, then
overwrite the value of yi with the value of xi.
Since Z is a sufficient statistic of the distributions of X and Y , we have X ⊥ Y | Z in Steps 1-3,
and Step 4 is used to create an obvious dependency (which nevertheless turns out to be non-trivial to
detect by many of the algorithms, see Sec. 4).
We evaluated the CITs using HYBRID with (γ,dim) = (2, 2), (2, 8), (2, 32), (8, 2), (8, 8), (8, 32),
(32, 2), (32, 8), (32, 32).
PNL: Various versions of this dataset have been used before in [Zhang et al., 2012, Doran et al.,
2014, Strobl et al., 2017]. We used the version from the most recent article [Strobl et al., 2017].
Since this version offers only scalar X,Y, Z, we extended it to the multi-dimensional case in a
straightforward way. To create the generating mode for the dim-dimensional PNL dataset:
1. Let A be a dim×dim-dimensional matrix of independent standard normal scalars.
2. Let Z be a dim-dimensional Gaussian with a covariance A×AT and mean 0.
3. Let X be a random function of the first coordinate of Z (see below).
4. Let Y be a (re-sampled) random function of the first coordinate of Z (see below).
5. (To create the dependent version of the dataset,) add a Gaussian variable with mean zero
and standard deviation .5 to both X and Y .
This procedure uses “random functions”. To obtain such functions, following Strobl et al. [2017], we
sample with equal probability from the set of functions {v 7→ v, v 7→ v2, v 7→ v3, v 7→ tanh v, v 7→
exp (−|v|)}.
Note that in this dataset, X and Y are always one-dimensional. We evaluated the CITs using PNL
with dim= 1, 2, 4, ..., 256.
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Figure 4: Example PNL dataset. For both the dependent and independent (one-dimensional) version
of the dataset we created 105 random samples, and plotted x vs. y that correspond to the cluster of
z’s between the 50th and 51st percentile of z-values.
4 Empirical Results and Comparison with Previous Work
For each out of the 72 dataset versions (4 settings times 9 parameter instantiations for both the
dependent and independent version), we obtain p-values of FIT and each of the five conditional
independence tests described in Sec. 1.2. In each case, we varied the number of samples between 102
and 105 logarithmically. In addition, we stopped any test that exceeded the time threshold of about
100s. In this section, for each CIT we picked the results plot that best summarizes the broad behavior
of the test across the datasets. In addition, Figure 5 provides a summary view of the full results. Due
to their sheer volume we leave the detailed full results to Appendix A. Nevertheless, the full results
plots form an important part of the evidence that motivates the discussion in this section.
Figure 5: Type I and II errors at significance level α = .05. For each dataset setting (x-axis) and each
dataset difficulty (narrow columns within each x-axis block), we computed the errors each method
(y-axis) returns on the largest number of samples it can process within 60s (colors indicate error
magnitude). Black regions correspond to the cases where an algorithm was not able to process even
100 samples within 100s. Black vertical lines separate the four settings, and for each setting the
columns are arranged in increasing difficulty, e.g. for LINGAUSS the first column corresponds to
dim=1, last column to dim=256. See Figures 12-35 for full results plots, covering all sample sizes
and all p-values.
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For all methods, as expected, lower dataset difficulty results in smaller Type I and higher Type II
errors. The average of the two error types, shown in the right column of Figure 5, shows that FIT
achieves the best performance across the board. The remaining methods either have high errors
(CHSIC, RCIT, CCI) or are too slow to process a large proportion of the datasets (KCIT, KCIPT).
More detailed remarks on each method’s performance follow.
4.1 FIT
Figure 6 illustrates typical behavior of the test, in this case applied to the PNL dataset. The only data
that causes problems for the FIT algorithm is the high-dimensional, sparse versions of the HYBRID
dataset. None of the other methods succeed here either (see full result plots in Appendix A). The
results suggest the following considerations for the FIT test:
1. The test can fail for small sample sizes. It becomes reliable once the sample size reaches
103 − 104.
2. The test is fast even for a large number of dimensions and sample sizes, most often returning
in less than 10s.
3. Type I and Type II errors decrease consistently as the number of samples increases.
Figure 6: Typical FIT results: all the p-values plotted against sample size on log-log scales. Here
we show as example the results on PNL data, one plot for each dimensionality setting. Black dots
correspond to dataset versions where X ⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type I error, they should be close
to 1. White dots correspond to dataset versions where X 6⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type II error, they
should be close to 0. (Circled black dots result when the independent and dependent version of the
dataset returned the same p-value.) The values are clipped at 10−5. The horizontal lines mark the
p-values of 0.05 and 0.01, respectively. Lack of datapoints indicates that the method ran out of time
(e.g. for high sample sizes in the highest dimensionality datasets). The last plot shows the runtime for
different sample sizes on each of the datasets. We stopped the methods after 100s.
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4.2 CHSIC
CHSIC performs well on low-dimensional, low-sample-size and low-difficulty data, but has trouble
detecting conditional dependence in the more difficult cases. Fig. 7 illustrates this using the LINGAUSS
datasets. Overall, our results suggests that CHSIC:
1. Achieves very good Type I and Type II error levels for most datasets settings, but only for
the lowest difficulty settings.
2. Fails to return meaningful results for sample sizes over 1000 and/or large difficulty data.
Figure 7: Typical CHSIC results (shown here on the LINGAUSS datasets). Black dots correspond to
dataset versions where X ⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type I error, they should be close to 1. White
dots correspond to dataset versions where X 6⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type II error, they should be
close to 0. The values are clipped at 10−5. Lack of datapoints indicates that the method ran out of
time. Note the comparison to the runtime plot in Fig. 6.
4.3 KCIT
KCIT does well in most cases when it returns, but is often too slow to approach the harder datasets –
as illustrated in Fig. 8, again using the LINGAUSS datasets.
1. KCIT achieves great Type I and Type II errors for low dimensionality / low difficulty
datasets.
2. Type I error of the method increases as dataset difficulty increases, while Type II error stays
low, across all the settings.
3. The method’s speed only allows it to tackle low-dimensionality data with sample size smaller
than 1000.
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Figure 8: Typical KCIT results (shown here on the LINGAUSS datasets). Black dots correspond to
dataset versions where X ⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type I error, they should be close to 1. White
dots correspond to dataset versions where X 6⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type II error, they should be
close to 0. The values are clipped at 10−5. Lack of datapoints indicates that the method ran out of
time – almost always when number of samples was over 1000.
4.4 RCIT
In almost all cases (with the only exception of 1-dimensional LINGAUSS and 1-dimensional PNL
data), RCIT returns very low p-values as the number of samples increases, thus yielding high Type I
errors. Fig. 9 illustrates this behavior.
Figure 9: Typical RCIT results (shown here on the CHAOS datasets). Black dots correspond to dataset
versions where X ⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type I error, they should be close to 1. White dots
correspond to dataset versions where X 6⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type II error, they should be close
to 0. The values are clipped at 10−5. Lack of datapoints indicates that the method ran out of time.
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4.5 KCIPT
KCIPT fails on a majority of the datasets, and is too slow to process any but the least-dimensional
and lowest-sample cases – as shown in Fig. 10.
Figure 10: Typical KCIPT results (shown here on LINGAUSS data). Black dots correspond to dataset
versions where X ⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type I error, they should be close to 1. White dots
correspond to dataset versions where X 6⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type II error, they should be close
to 0. The values are clipped at 10−5. Lack of datapoints indicates that the method ran out of time.
4.6 CCI
CCI fails on most datasets. In addition, instead of outputting a p-value it outputs a binary decision:
either 1 (indicating the data is conditionally independent) or 0 (for conditionally dependent data).
Unfortunately, in our evaluation it has a tendency to output 0 for most of the continuous datasets, and
1 for the HYBRID dataset (as shown in Fig. 11).
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Figure 11: Typical CCI results (shown here on HYBRID data). Black dots correspond to dataset
versions where X ⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type I error, they should be close to 1. White dots
correspond to dataset versions where X 6⊥ Y | Z. To achieve low Type II error, they should be close
to 0. The values are clipped at 10−5. Lack of datapoints indicates that the method ran out of time.
CCI returns only a binary result of 0 (for dependence) or 1 (for independence).
5 Discussion
We showed that FIT is a fast and accurate conditional independence test. Our evaluation covered a
broad range of dataset sizes, dimensionalities and complexities. In this evaluation, FIT performs as
well as or better than the alternatives. In addition, it is the only algorithm that applies successfully to
large sample sizes. In this section, we discuss alternatives to our evaluation strategy, and clarify some
aspects of FIT.
5.1 Alternative evaluation metrics
Previous work used a variety of methods to evaluate the performance of CITs. Fukumizu et al. [2008]
and Zhang et al. [2012] report Type I and Type II errors on a number of datasets. This is similar to
our condensed presentation in Fig. 5. However, their evaluation considered a fixed, small sample
size of 200 and 400 datapoints (as the evaluated methods are too slow to attack a larger dataset). In
contrast, we allow each algorithm to process as many datapoints as possible with a fixed time limit.
As Doran et al. [2014] point out however, Type I and Type II errors can bias the results. Some algo-
rithms might perform particularly well at one significance level, and some applications might require
non-standard significance levels. Thus, Doran et al. [2014] proposed to condense the performance
of a CIT across all significance levels to two statistics. First, their “area under the power curve”
(AUPC) is the area under the cumulative distribution function of the p-values the algorithm returns
on a conditionally dependent dataset. Second, they perform a test on the distribution of p-values:
their “KS-test p-value” is the p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test [Stephens, 1974] for the null
hypothesis that the p-values of a CIT are uniformly distributed on a conditionally independent dataset.
A good test has low AUPC and a non-low KS-test p-value.
The problem with both of these approaches is that they do not consider how the behavior of a CIT
changes as the number of samples grows. To us, an important requirement is that for any type of
data, the test is “correct” in the limit of an infinite number of samples. Looking at a limited range of
sample sizes can be deceptive. Consider Fig. 31 with dim=128. RCIT seems to be doing very well
for sample sizes between 100 and 1000. However, it fails for any larger number of samples. In reality,
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both for the dependent and independent version of the dataset RCIT’s p-values follow a decaying
trend as the number of samples grows, which is not a correct behavior.
Evaluating a CIT on a fixed sample size is deceptive in a similar way to evaluating it at a fixed
significance level. The best (although energy-consuming) way we found to understand the behavior
of a CIT and compare it with other algorithms is to carefully examine how its p-value changes with a
changing sample size on a variety of datasets. Figures 12- 35 show these p-value plots. We encourage
any reader interested in a thorough comparison of the CIT methods to take the time to examine these
plots.
5.2 Why use a Decision Tree Regression?
Algorithm 1 uses decision tree regression (DTR) as its machine learning component. Other regression
algorithms could serve as a substitute for DTR. There are two crucial requirements for such algorithms
(apart from good predictive power): 1) computational efficiency and 2) ability to handle structured
multi-dimensional inputs. Initially, we implemented FIT using a neural network as the back-end,
efficiently implemented in Tensorflow [Abadi et al., 2016], and trained on a GPU (Titan Xp).
However, given that we want FIT to apply to both small and large, high- and low-dimensional
data, the hyperparameter choice for the neural network regressor becomes a complex problem – for
example Jaderberg et al. [2017] propose an simple and effective hyperparameter search method that
nevertheless assumes having access to a cluster of a hundred GPU machines as a reasonable setting.
DTRs are fast and require us to choose the value of only one hyperparameter.
5.3 Failure cases
Our Fast (Conditional) Independence Test assumes that if X 6⊥ Y | Z, then the MSE obtained after
regressing Y on X,Z is smaller than that obtained after regressing Y on Z only. This assumption
doesn’t always hold. Take the system where X,Y, Z are one-dimensional variables and Y ∼
N (Z,X). In other words, Y is a Gaussian with mean Z and variance X . Then, whether X is
known or not, the true regression line is simply Y = Z, and the MSE does not change. However,
Y clearly depends on X , even when Z is given. This represents just one possible failure mode; we
do not attempt to characterize all the cases in which nonlinear regression does not benefit from a
conditionally dependent regressor and simply assume them away.
5.4 Which test should I use?
Our experimental results suggest that in general, FIT is the best choice. The only situation where an
alternative should be considered is low-dimensional data where it i impossible to obtain more than
1000 samples. In such cases, CHSIC or KCIT are likely to outperform FIT.
RCIT and CCI do not work well in our evaluation. KCIPT is too slow to justify using it over FIT,
KCIT or CHSIC.
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A Full Results
Below, we present the full results plots for all the datasets and methods. Fig. 5 compresses (not
losslessly!) information presented here. In addition, the full results support the conclusions of Sec. 5.
Figures 12- 35 show plots of p-values obtained by each algorithm as the dataset and number of
samples varies.
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